Conclusion: The Blood supply and vaccines are safe and you can all go
home now, we Debunked that problem
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Human Disease Causing Retroviral Research:
• In I970s, three human retroviruses associated with human disease were
published:
HL-23 virus from Gallo lab later shown to be a mixture of three primate viruses;
virus in histocytic cells from Kaplan lab later shown to be a contaminant and virus
from human placenta from Kirsten lab which could not be reproduced in other
placenta

None of these papers were ever retracted

Coffin and the establishment pronounced there were no human
disease causing retroviruses and retroviral materials found in
human cells were contaminants

HTLV-I: Sequence Conservation and Pathogenesis
As opposed to HIV, HTLV has remarkable genetic stability:
fixation of base substitutions – 1% in 1000 years
complete sequence conservation in ENV and Tax

Pathogenesis:

n Asymptomatic in majority of individuals
n 5% lifetime risk of developing either type of disease:
- Adult T cell leukemia
- Clonal malignancy of CD4+ T cells.
- Long latency; Immune deficiency
- Inflammatory syndromes not realized until decade later
HTLV-I associated myelopathy/Tropical spastic paraparesis
- Uveitis
- Arthropathy
One reason for remarkable genetic stability is proviral load increases
By clonal expansion of infected T cells (Wattel et al 69:2863, 1995)

Chronic(Diseases(Potentially(Associated(with(Human(Retroviral(Infection
Cancer

Auto+Immune.Diseases

CNS

Prostate*
Breast*

Lupus
Crohn’s*

ME/CFS*
Gulf,War,Syndrome*

Non,Hodgkin’s,Lymphoma*
Chronic,Lymphocytic,
Leukemia*

Hashimoto’sThyroiditis*
Polymyositis

Autism*
MS*

Sjogren’s syndrome

Parkinson’s*

Mantle,Cell,Lymphoma*
Hairy,Cell,Leukemia

Bechet’s Disease*
Primary,Billary Cirrhosis*

ALS*

Bladder*
Colorectal
Kidney*
Ovarian*
* RT(Activity,(RV(sequences( or(proteins,(
antibodies( to(RV(proteins

That Novel Candidate was XMRV

Infectious+vs.+Mitotic+transmission+of+HTLV61+And+XMRV+from+ME/CFS+
patients+
Extended PBMC cell culture without manipulation shows XMRV gag
infection (DNA) in samples negative for XMRV gag RNA

An#inefficient#virus#kills#its#host.#A#clever#virus#stays#with#it
!James'Lovelock

3 B-Cell Lines Derived Directly From CFS Patients
PBMCs
•

CFS$patient$PBMCs$were$cultured5$3$
samples$developed$into$immortalized$cell$
lines

• All$three$showed$high$CD20+$expression$
and$two$showed$high$CD23+$expression.$

Cancer and CFS in patients
Populations with Evidence of retroviruses
Bell, Cheney Defrietas Study
Peterson, Kamaroff, Montoya, Cheney Bell ..Mikovits Studies

• All$three$showed$strong$similarity$to$B$
cells$seen$in$patients.$$
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These&Cell&lines&were&developed&from&CFS&patients.&One,&(1125)&developed&MCLA
one&(1186)&was&developed&from&a&bone&marrow&biopsy,&3rd a&CLL

The$Politics$of$AIDS$and$HIV
Political Influence
on Scientific Research and the Impact it has on us ALL
HIV -1 Isolation- 1982

November 7,1991

MANY DEATHS BEFORE ESTABLISHMENT
BELIEVED IN RETROVIRAL CAUSE

A Primer: the role human retroviruses in Chronic Disease
Lessons learned from 35 years of Human retrovirus study

Retroviruses have RNA genomes which must first be reverse transcribed then Integrate into the genome..
forever part of DNA of host.
As much as 15% of human genome is made up of Endogenous Retroviruses that have been crippled by the
immune system. That is they cannot produce infectious particles which can be transmitted to others

laboratory animals, the mouse should be the best in attempting to
produce poliomyelitis, for the virus survives in its brain for a longer
time than in that of the guinea pig, rabbit, or rat.1
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SEARCH FOR RETROVIRUS IN CFS AND OTHER
CHRONIC DISEASES
• In 1991, a PNAS manuscript presented rigorous evidence that Retroviral
sequences related to human T-lymphocytic type II virus were in patients
with chronic fatigue immune dysfunction syndrome.
• However, the CDC could not reproduce these data and it was roundly
dismissed.

The Conspiracy to Hide the Origins of CFS
Osler's Web Revisited -- Did The Centers For Disease Control & National Institutes Of Health
Sabotage The CFS Research Of Dr. Elaine Defreitas?

Dr. Byron Hyde’s Investigation Into CFS
“In the original document he [Gilliam] said it was caused by this immunization and it was a human
transfer of infectious material, so it was actually a great experiment. He had a huge fight with the
head of the public health system of the United States and the fight went on for six months.
Finally, it was agreed that he would be allowed to publish it, as long as they took out the
immunization section-because if you put the immunization in, it would set back all Americans on
immunizations for years and cause the death of many, many people. I think it was the theory
then and it still is today. As a physician you cannot say anything negative about immunizations,
even if it’s causing problems, and they do.” (From an interview with Dr. Hyde in 2013)

Identification of additional gamma retrovirus isolated 15 years ago in ME/CFS

sequence not known and published until August 2013

Many scientists and doctors familiar with the disease had long suspected a retrovirus, an
organism rife in nature that invades the immune system and central nervous system, as seen in
AIDS. Once a retrovirus has infected an organism, it commandeers the organism’s genetic
machinery, turning a once-healthy cell into a retroviral powerhouse that spreads the infection to
more cells in an irreversible cascade.
Hilary Johnson Discover Feb 2013 Chasing the Shadow Virus!

Pathways of Retrovirus Elicited Pathogenesis
•

Inflammation / hormone regulation

•

Highly elevated ROS / RNS

•

Immune deficiency

•

Epigenetics — change in gene expression without
a DNA change

•

Insertional mutagenesis

•

RVs can be vertically transmitted

•

RVs can recombine with aberrantly expressed
endogenous RVs creating RCRs

DNA

Virochip

Microrarray

RT- PCR
Prostate Cancer Tissue

Lots of risk factors, but there is a genetic predisposition to prostate cancer. For maybe about
10 percent of prostate cancer, there are folks predisposed to it.
And the first gene that was mapped in association studies for this, early-onset prostate
cancer, was this gene called RNASEL. What is that? It’s an antiviral defense enzyme. So,
we’re sitting around and thinking, “Why would men who have this mutation—a defect in an
antiviral defense system—get prostate cancer? It doesn’t make sense,--unless, maybe, there’s
a virus?” So, we put tumors—on our array . . . And what I’m telling you from the signal is that
men who have a mutation in this antiviral defense enzyme, and have a tumor, often have—40
percent of the time—a signature which reveals a new retrovirus. OK, that’s pretty wild. What
is it?

Xenotropic%Murine%Leukemia%Virus5Related%Virus%
(XMRV)
Envelope% proteins
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(unknown function)
Like%mouse% xenotropic% MuLV,%XMRV%uses% the% XprU1%
receptor% to% enter% cells%(Dong% et%al.,%PNAS,%2007)

Core% proteins

Envelope% proteins

An%infectious%clone%was%constructed%and%sequenced%and%found%
to%be%a%novel%gammaretrovirus%(Dong%et%al.,%PNAS,%2007)
XMRV%proviral%integration%occurs%preferentially%in%CpG%islands:%gene%promoters
(Kim%et%al.,%JVirol,%2008)
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The name game begins! Our results are confirmed and extended by the isolation and Characterization of “XMRV-2”

Level of
consensus

XMRV-2
XMRV-1

93% overall homology

Gary Owens lab
November 10, 2009
Published 2013
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So it’s really probably a better term is murine leukemia virus-related viruses which encompasses XMRV so we found this in a very high percentage
of the chronic fatigue patients that Dr. Komaroﬀ had sent to us—about 86
percent—and simultaneously found that in about 6.6 percent of our healthy
blood donors.
So there was a dramatic association with chronic fatigue syndrome, with
the syndrome of chronic fatigue but that’s all it is . . . we think basically it
confirms the findings of the Whittemore Peterson group.20

Now with the findings of a combined team from the NIH and FDA, led
by a world famous scientist, the results of the WPI had been confirmed. In
most scientific investigations, that would have been the end of the story.
Findings confirmed, proceed to the next stage.
Using#Lombardi#et#al.#nested#PCR#methods,#gag sequences#more#
closely#related#to#polytropic#MLV#than#to#XMRV#were#detected
But the investigation into XMRV wasn’t playing out like any other story
gag sequences#were#found#in#86.5%#of#CFS#patients’#samples#drawn#in#
1991K4#and#in#6.8%#of#control#samples
in science.
8/9#CFS#patients#exhibited#the#same#gag#sequences#in#blood#freshly#
drawn#15#years#later
No#mouse#mitochondrial#DNA#could#be#detected#in#the#samples
Lo#et#al.#presented#no#evidence#of#infectious#virus

Phylogenetic Tree of
XMRV(P) and Other
Gammaretroviruses
detected in original
cohort

XMRV (P)

Contamination of the Blood Supply, Additional Strains Additional Disease Associations and Infection in the Worldwide

XMRV/MRVs'Detection'in'Cancer'&'Blood'Diseases'in'
addition'to'Prostate'Cancer'and'CFS
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“That doesn’t mean there isn’t another gammaretrovirus to
be found. I think enough evidence has been presented that
maybe another infectious retrovirus is there. These studies
will continue to go on, looking for MLV-related viruses.”
John Coffin NIH State of the Knowledge Workshop on ME/CFS from April, 2011

Taken together these data suggest there are
additional human gamma retroviruses which may be involved in the
Pathogenesis of neuroimmune disease and cancer!
“The question, which urgently needs to be answered is whether the
plague feared by Coffin and Stoye has already arrived, but we do not
Recognize it…
THEY SEE WHAT THEY WANT TO SEE AND THAT’S THE REAL PLAGUE”
Plague Chapter 21 p382

Nov 2013
§ Are two RCRs made by passing human prostate tissue through mouse; XMRV,
BRV4 (second recombinant infectious virus occurring in human cells)
§ Additional XMRV-like viruses may exist
§ They do not have to be the exact sequence of XMRV (VP62)
Whether we fail to see the clever virus which does not kill its host, but has learned to live with it
When a disease takes so much from a patient but stops just short of death,
how does the medical community respond?
Will the scientific community have the courage to answer the question of whether these diseases
Might have been of their own creation” ????”

The Name Game and the Immaculate Recombination

How many have we created, John? How many retroviruses are out there Judy
Mikovits asking a question to Dr. John Coffin
at the Ottawa IACFS ME/CFS meeting 23 September 2011
Plague Chap 17 p 284

New Technologies Reveal the presence of Multiple Gamma retroviruses in a single Human Cell Line

Vaccine contamination
risk from mouse Tissue in humans recognized in
Were$Scientists$at$the$Time$Worried$About$Mouse$
1953!....
Tissue$Being$Injected$into$Human$Beings?
“Two$main$objections$to$this$vaccine$have$been$voiced,$
because$of$the$possibility$that$(i)$the$mouse$brain$employed$
in$its$preparation$may$be$contaminated$with$a$virus$
pathogenic$for$man$although$latent$in$mice$.$.$.$Or$my$be$the$
cause$of$a$deGmyelinating encephalomyelitis;$(ii)$the$use,$as$
an$antigen,$or$a$virus$with$enhanced$neurotropic properties$
may$be$followed$by$serious$reactions$involving$the$central$
nervous$system.”$(Dr.$G.$Stuart,$Presentation$to$the$World$
Health$Organization,$1953.)
Dr$Mikovits would$also$add$the$fear$of$a$recombination$event$
that$might$morph$mouse$and$human$viruses$into$a$new$
entity.

AND Continues today: creating HOW Many New Diseases?

The Dangers of Xenotransplantation. Nature Medicine 1995
JP Stoye and JM Coffin

• Such viruses are widely distributed in mammalian species including
pigs and baboons, potential
donors for these procedures.
• Since they are inherited in the germ line in the form of proviral DNA,
• They are impossible to remove using the usual methods for deriving
pathogen-free animals.
• Implanting an organ carrying a dormant endogenous retrovirus into a
patient is equivalent to injecting the patient with live virus.

Xenotransplantation and Primates - Threats Masquerading as Cures.
September 1, 1996
• Dr. John Coffin*, a leading expert on recombination in viruses, concluded "the infection is a virtually inevitable
consequence" of xenotransplantation and "This is a very serious worry because the animals that have been
chosen for doing this -- the baboon and the pig -- are both known to carry endogenous viruses, replication
competent, but very poorly studied, that are capable of infecting human cells." He further suggested baboon
bone marrow experiments could make the HIV-AIDS infection "worse by spreading the host range."
• Despite scientific skepticism, the FDA supported the clinical experiment to transplant baboon cells into AIDS
patient Jeff Getty. Prior to this decision, the FDA convened lengthy hearings of the National Academy of Sciences'
Institute of Medicine and its own Biological Response Modifiers Advisory Committee. Dr. Marion Michaels*, from
the University of Pittsburgh, told the committee that despite rigorous screening, "the donor organ, the tissue or the
accompanying hematopoietic cells can also be the source of infection. Most often these infections are latent
organisms and are often clinically silent in the donor."

Isn’t Injecting babies and children with mouse viruses
capable of infecting human cells the same thing??

(

2015: If the Vaccines
and Recombinant Therapies
are
not contaminated with XMRVs, Why Clean them up?
)
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Removal of xenotropic murine leukemia virus by nanocellulose
based filter paper
M. Aspera, T. Hanriedera, A. Quellmalzb, A. Mihranyanb,
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Scientific Fraud: Deliberately use wrong patients and changes study AIM
“Designed to Fail”
Lipkin Multi-Center Study (2012) – The Great Debunker!!!!

1. Medical or psychiatric condition that might be associated with fatigue,
2. Abnormal serum characteristics,
3. Abnormal thyroid functions,
4. Lyme disease spirochette,
5. Treponema pallidium (tapeworm),
6. Hepatitis B or C virus,
7. HIV infection.

“We found retroviruses in 85 percent of the sample pools. Again, it is very

difficult to know whether this is clinically significant or not. And given the previous
experience with retroviruses in chronic fatigue, I am going to be very clear in telling
you, although I am reporting them in Professor Montoya’s samples, neither he, nor we,
have concluded there is a relationship to disease.” (Dr. Lipkin in a public conference call
with the Centers for Disease Control, September 10, 2013)

INFECTIOUS VIRUS IS NOT NECESSARY TO CAUSE DISEASE

ENV proteins from both viruses impact tumor pathogenesis (change microvasculature)
Similarities to Vascular Pathologies seen in ME/CFS and Vaccine injuries
These Microvasculature aberrations caused solely by XMRV ENV protein
“Although it is highly unlikely that either XMRV VP62 or B4Rv themselves infect
humans and are pathogenic, the results suggest that xenograft approaches
commonly used in these studies of human cancer promote the evolution of
novel retroviruses with pathogenic properties.
Similar retroviruses may have evolved to infect humans!”

Did Other Scientists Think XMRVs Might Have Been Transferred to Humans by Vaccinations?
“One of the most widely distributed biological products that frequently involved mice of mouse tissue,
at least up until recent years, are vaccines, especially vaccines against viruses . . . It is possible that
XMRV particles were present in virus stocks cultured in mice or mouse cells for vaccine production, and
that the virus was transferred to the human population by vaccination.” (Frontiers in Microbiology,
January 2011)
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Current Vaccine schedules compound damage in vulnerable populations with Chronic
Disease and Cancer (20-30 Million Americans)

“Activation*of*the*cellular*immune*system*is*important*in*the*
pathogenesis*of*HIV*disease,*and*that*fact*has*given*rise*to*concerns*
that*the*activation*of*the*immune*system*through*vaccinations*might*
accelerate*the*progression*of*HIV*disease*.**.*.*If*feasible,*it*is*
preferable*to*have*patients*on*antiretroviral*therapy*(ART)*prior*to*
receipt*of*vaccination.”*– Accessed*May*3,*2013.
UCSF%Pediatric%Pediatric%AIDS%Website%on%HIV%and%Immunization

• Sterile environments result lack of educated immune systems
• Vaccination schedules result in anergic immune systems that is the inability to mount
an immune response to the antigen
• Toxic components exacerbate immune dysfunction resulting in aberrant expression
of host endogenous RVs
• Reappearance of disease is BECAUSE of inappropriate vaccinations and the toxic
components contained in them

Conclusions
Aberrant evolution of the human genome by:
• Replication competent retroviruses generated laboratories in
current vaccines and cell cultures
• Increased zoonosis of novel retroviruses in human population
from animal populations.
• That means GMOs and toxins in animals result in compromised
immune systems and the expression of endogenous viruses ..eg
Bovine leukemia virus
• These retroviruses CAN and have been shown to infect human
cells and like HTLV, HIV are passed in milk and other fluids
• The blood supply is contaminated and the vaccines are
contaminated as is food supply (milk)

MMJ-NHP Opportunities In the Midst of the
Plague

Role of ECS in retrovirus pathogenesis: Are RV ENV dysregulating Cannabinoid Receptors?

ECS role in heart disease

Mechanisms of Cannabinoid mediated neuroprotection

